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Some Problems Involved in Using
The Historical Method of Interpreting the Bible
V.ith Children of Scnool Age
I. Introduction
As a religious educator tries to make the ideals and concepts
of the Bible function in the thought and conduct of children, he
becom. s very conscious of the difficulties or his tasi.:. Only a
cursory glance at the popular attitude today tov;ard religious mat-
ters reveals the failure of the educator or the past to achieve
this aim. A more careful study or the conflict going on now among
our young people who have had religious training reveals a struggle
to harmonize the interpretation they have received of the Bible and
its teachings with knowledge of a secular ruture. Therefore, it
seems pertinent for the religious educator to examine the new his-
tori al interpretation that has developed in recent years to see
if it will present more or less difficulties than the traditional
interpretation.
A. Explanation of Historical Method of Interpreting the Bible.
As the historical interpretation is hardly old enough to be
generally understood, it will be wise at this point to explain just
wnat this interpretation is, as it will be used in this discussion.
Negatively, the historical interpretation is not an attempt to
vali ate a set or religious beliefs. Probably casuistry or ra-
tionalization has done more to conceal the real meaning of the Bible
than any other method in the Christian era. It gave rise to the
allegorical school or Alexandria from whiuh we have not yet gotten

very far av;ay, for the Bible as the "Infallible Word of God" must
agree with all known knowledge. When its literal meaning does not
coincide with knowledge, then the passage must be interpreted as an
allegory.
l\
Tor is the historical- method of interpretation, Calviniatic
literalism. The literalist also has an infallible word of God to
defend and, oi'ten unconsciously, a set of religious beliefs to justify.
He, too, must make the Bible square with knowledge, but he chooses
different devices. If knowledge and the Bible disagree, he simply
refuses to believe the demonstrated facts of science. So the Cal-
vinistic Churcftes in the sixteentn century fought the Copernican
astronomy, for it left, they thought, no place for heaven above and
hell below; and today these same churches are still opposing the
evolutionary theory of creation, for according to that theory God
couin not, by fiat, have made all the animals within twenty-four
hours. In other instances, such as, when the ax-head of Elisha floated
on the water, knowledge and the Bible are reconciled by the absolute
faith "that with God all things are possible." The historical inter-
pretation condemns these devices.
Fositively the historical interpretation or tne Bible ib an in-
terpretation which is based on cc reful consideration or ail the
verified facts, as to its origin, and purpose, and the environment
in which it was written. Instead of reliance on ecclesiastical
edicts or divine inspiration, the scholar began a search I'or the
facts. With a thoroughness and a painstaking exactness worthy of
any scientific laboratory, he has been working for years collecting

data. Discov-^eries of the last twenty-five years have ma.de important
contributions and have been largely responsible for tn repid develop-
ment of this school of thought during . recent years.
No book in the world has had a more exacting, critical study
than our Bible. A minute comparison oi' the oldest manuscripts in
Hebrew and Gre^k to rind out the original form or word has been made.
The order in Whi'fch the books have been .. ritten and the authenticity
of the traditional author has been a hard, but rewarding field of
investigation, in which the work is not completed. A careful con-
p rison with secular hi.tory and al'usions to Biblical facts in all
contemporary secular literature has been undertaken to verify the
historical accuracy of the Bible. An understanding of the country,
custom, and the location of places have been greatly aided through
recent archeological findings. Through a sx udy of the religions of
the heathen nations with which the Israelites came in contact, their
influence can be seen on Hebrew life and thought.
As a result of all this study, scholars are trying to "recon-
struct" various events in the Bible as they think these scenes
actually took place. Sometimes this means shearing an event of
"legendary accretions"; sometime.: it means filling in an Oriental
setting which reveals, to our 1 c-tern mind, the real significance
of the story or itr, historical importance. Always it means in-
terpreting each chapter as the author meant it to be interpreted
when he was writing it.
The axiomatic assumption of the older methods of interpretation
that the Bible is the infallible v.ord of God is replaced in the

historical interpretation by two assumptions.
First: T^at the Eible is the story of man's discovery 01 God
(instead of being God's revelation or Himself to man,) and
Second: That God not only _is "the same yesterday and today," but
also that he works in His universe through tne same
methods now as in olden times.
Tv;o corolla ies follow: The Bible ceases to be an absolute
authority which no one has the right to question either in religious
or secular matters. The contradictions and incredible narratives
can be admitied to be problems needing serious study.
When one accepts these assumptions and corollaries and consist-
ently applies them as he interprets the Bible, he d ' severs certain
advantages over other methods of interpretation. The factual in-
accuracies are now human rather than divine errors. The noble con-
cepts of morality and God in the Hew Testament are no longer debased
by union with the crude and primitive concepts in the first half of
the Old Testament. Tne latter have become stepping stones leading
to the former. History and legend can be distinguished now. Both
the literal and the allegorical interpretations take their places
according to the choice of the writer, not the reader.
As the historical scholar delves deeper into the hidden mys-
teries of Eiblicai tir.es, he unintentionally places our religious
beliefs on ever firmer foundations. He reveals them as the growth
or the lire and thought of a p ople so that we are no longer re-
quired to nave fa'th in the inerrancy of Abraham and Lioses. The
historical scholar has no theology to defend. He is trying to tell

you what the author wrote; why he v.'rote it; and when. He Will add
when he can, what the passage meant as read by the people of the
day for which it was written. He may even take you one step further
and tell you how that passage has been interpreted in different
periods or Church hiatory; but his interest will remain historical.
He does not attempt to dictate what you shall accept 2s valid for your
religious beliefs; he only maintains that your interpretation should
be based on an intelligent comprehension of the Bible which has con-
sidered all the findings of scientific investigation.
Years ago Mcrtin Luther said, concerning one of the Hebrew
prophecies, "it is necessary, if one will understand the prophecy,
to know what the situation was in the land; what events were happen-
ing; what the p ople thought; what the relationships were which they
sustained to their neighbors, friends, and roes, and especially what
their attitude was toward Goc and toward the prophets ." * The his-
torical scholar rec.gnizes this necessity and has worked valiantly
to rake such an interpretation possible. As he reads the Bible ac-
count of the early Hebrew people, he interprets from a wide back-
ground of experience and kno- ledge. He sees in the narrative a vivid
picture of primitive nomad civilization, and in reading, he makes al-
lowance for the lack of culture and moral training or that age. He
shares the struggle that they are having and the victories they win.
He pictures their rude shelters, the sunny hills, the rlocks oi' sheep,
the caravans, and finally the cities of Egypt. He knows something of
1. Quotation in Harry Emerson Fosdick's "The Modern Use 01 the Bible," p. 87

other primitive peoples and 3ees, in these Hebrews, a stamina
others I d:; and he admires them for it. He sees them in contrast
to the future or their ov;n race a crude people with occasionally a
leader rising to heights we cannot surpass, but each epocn in their
history one step higher until they are able to nurture a Christ. lie
appreciates the purpose of the author in writing the story. He knows
tne lesson it was meant to convey to the people ror which it was
written and the influence it has had on the history or the race.
3. Procedure to be Used in This Study.
If the historical interpretation does furnish a solution ror
some of the mo t perplexing questions for the adult and at the same
time present the most accurate and inspiring interpretation of the
Bible, it certainly is incumbent on any teacher who aspires to lead
the youth of our land to vital Christian experience, to consider
seriously its use with children.
Studies made of the religious concepts or children trained in
the traditional interpretation or the Bible have revealed their
ideas to be erroneous and absurd enough to warn us against attempt-
ing any new interpretation of the Bible without a careful study or
the difficulties thi3 interpretation will present. It is such a
study we are to (Hike. This study will be made through tne discus-
sion of the following four representative problems: evolving con
cepts (as shov.n in the gradual growth or our present code or morals
and knowledge of God); the Biblical use of superhuman beings; the
so-called "airacj.es" of the Bible; and tne inconsistencies and obscure
passages in ohe Bible.

We Will neeu to consider, iirst, the Biblical text to be pre-
seirtsito the cniia. (rlere we will confine ourselves to the portions
of the Bible that are mainly narrative.) Secona, the historical
interpretation oi' that material and the mental abilities required
for its full comprehension and appreciation, botn literary ana re-
ligious. Third ^ the problems tnat its use with children will cause,
botn to tne child as a chile, and to film as he matures. Thererore,
before considering the problems for children, the Biblical text will
be presented and a brief statement of the historical interpretation
of that text made. Our purpose is to reveal the problems that will
be involved in using this interpretation with children and no solu-
tions of these problems will be suggested except as they are implied
in the dieussion.
As practically nothing has been written on these problems grow-
ing out of using the historical interpretation with children, we will
have to draw our material from a study of the Biblo text, a knowledge
of the problems which teachers have met when asing other methods of
interpretation, and our knowledge of the child. The validity of much
of our discussion must depend, therefore, more on logical deductions
than on ascertained facts.

II. SELECTED PROBLEMS
A. Evolving Concepts
The story of the gradual development of our ileas of God and
moral character, from the crude beginnings in the Old Testament to
their noble reali_ation in the life of Jesus in the iu'ew Testament,
is both stimulating and interesting. As illustrations of this
evolution, we will pornt out contrasts between the early ideals
in the Old Testament and those of Jesus. This contrast is best
revealed by a study of the character of God.
1. Biblical Text.
The Pentateuch describes God as a God of "wrath." For one of-
fen^e Adam and Eve were driven from the Garden of Eden. A little
later "grieved" at the sin of the people he has created, God said,
"I will destroy man whom I have created, from the face of the earih,
both man and beast and the creeping things and the fowls of the air,
for it repenteth me that I have made them. "2 A God disappointed and
angry at his own failure destroys all he has done
—
guilty man and
innocent animals alike.
As the narrative of the Old Testament continues, we find God
rorgiving his people again and again, but he continues for centuries
to become very angry when they do wrong, and he punishes them severely
until they repent and do right. God is a God of wrath to be appeased.
Hoy/ unlike this God is from the one revealed in the parable of the
1. Gen. 5:25 2. Gen. 6:C, 7

the prodigal son, 1 here Jesus shows a God ready to forgive, even
before we ask him.3 It was not a God of wrath that loved every spar-
row,^ or that Jesus demonstrated when, in greatest agony on the Cross,
he cried, "Forgive them, for they know not what they do." 5
Early in the Old Testament narrative, we discover that God is a
God of justice. Certain laws are given and those who disobey will be
punished. The most minute rules for building the ark and the tabernacle
and for observing the religious rights are given. In the keeping of
these rights, safety from God's wrath alone rested, as Uzzah found when
he touched the ark to keep it from falling, and was killed.
Could anything be more antithetical to this picture of God than
the one Jesus ives? In life and teaching, Jesus reveals a Go ' of
love and mercy. Jesua' God could say "Go and sin no more" to an
adulteress,' and "Today Shalt thou be with me in Paradise" to a thief.
The God of wrath and justice had no time to search the hearts of men.
The Old Testament Go.' demanded obedience through fear. The New
Testament Goc! won obedience, willing and joyful, through love. Be-
tween the two there is no affinity. They are key elements of two
entirely different conceptions of God. One God could be compared to an
Oriental despot ruling his people—he holds all the blessings of life,
which he dispenses to his people when they please him; that is, when
they obey his law. The other is the Heavenly Father who helps his
people—he too holds all hio blessings, but showers them liberally
on "the just and unjust alike. "9 One is far away and to be approached
5. Luke 15s 11-52; 4. Luke 12:7; 5. Luke 25:54; 6. II Sam. 6:6,7
f. John 8:11; 3. Luke 2?:45; 9. Matt. 5:45

through priests and rites; the other is near end interested and can be
approached directly by even the humblest, through private prayer.
Beginning with the 12th chapter of Genesis when God "calls"
Abraham, the Old Testament God is a tribal God and a very loyal one
as long as the tribe bowed down and worshipped him and him only. As
an a 11 -powerful Go."- he could, and did, do miraculous things in the
interests of his tribe. Some are of a non-moral nature, such as mak-
ing the sun to stand still,^ v/hile others shock us, as when ne orders
Joshua to kill every one of the enemy—man, woman, and child,H and
sends devastating plagues to harm the enemy tribes.^ In the New
Testament we read, "Go ye unto all the world and preach the Gospel to
every creature"13 and "is he God of the Jews only? Is he not slso of
the Gentiles? Yes, of the Gentiles also."^ Liere 7/e have the one
God, the Fatner or all, to which "Every knee shall bov;."^ Can this
Father have killed some of hie children that o.hers may live more
happily?
But the character of God is not the onl; concept that has
evolved. The moral lav; that binds us has uncergone a similar change.
This is explained in Jesus' own words. "Ye have heard that it hath
been said, An eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth: But I say
unto you That ye resist not evil, but Y/hosoever shall smite thee
on the right cheek, turn to him the other also,"^ and, "Ye have
heard that it was said by them of old time, Thou shalt not kill,
and whosoever shall kill, shall be in dagger or the judgment; But
10. Joshua 10:15; 11. Joshua 10:40: 12. I Sam. S:6 1^ . Mark 16:1
14. Romans ?:2y; 15. Romans 14:11; 16. Matt. 5:^5, 59
i I
I say unto you, That whosoever is angry with his brother without a
cause shall be in danger of the judgment. " •* • Here we see the issue
shifted from outward act to inward thought, parallelling as we night
have expected it would, the change from a God of "wrath" to a God
of "love." The entire burden of the famous Ten Commandments are spe-
cific acts to be avoided. The Sermon on the Mount transfers the
emphasis to the spirit behind the laws, justifying eacn. Obedience
mus be do.ie in the right spirit now to merit commendation.
A -S
&£&6r the Old Testament advance^ we find this new idea creeping
in until it flowers forth boldly in Jesus', "But I say unto you that
whosoever looketh on a woman to lust after her, loath committed adul-
tery with her already in his heart. "lQ
A similar change can be seen in worship. In the Old Testament,
only at one place--the Temple in Jerusalem, can one truly worship, for
worship involves sacrifice, which must be presented at the altar.
This type of worship continues through the New Testament, but Jesus
^ives us a higher conception which finds expression in his words to
the woman of Samaria, "The hour cometh, when ye shall neith r in
this mountain, nor yet at Jerusalem, worship the Father. But the
nour cometh, and now is, when the true worsnipper shall worship the
Father in spirit and in truth. God is a Spirit; and they that wor-
ship him, must worship him in spirit and in trutn."lV And before
the New Testament closes, we find the prophecy fulfilled; for little
groups or' Christians in widely separated cities, are conducting
their services of praise.
17. Matt. 5:2i, 22; 13. Matt. 5:2ti; 19. John 4 1 21-24 (selected part

2. Historical Interpretation.
To the historical scholar these contradictions in ic
: eals pre-
sent no difficulty. The name we have given this problem, evolving
concepts, reveals his interpretation or explanation of thera. One
ideal is that of the primitive nomad; the other is the conception
or a Christ. The two are antagoni tic and should never be united
as equally valid and co-ordinate elements or God'c character.
The Heavenly Father could never inspire the fear of the despot,
no cole the despot inspire the love that tne Heavenly Father wins.
Both may, in a sense, be reverenced, but it is in-c-seible to unite
the two conceptions into one God, as certain of the apocalyptic
passages in the Itew Testament seem to suggest we should, without
unconsciously alternating from a Father to a despot, a God of wrath
to a God of love. The historical scholar admits the impossibility
of trying to make this synthesis, accepts the ideals of the Hew Tes-
tament. As he reads the Old T-stament, he sees these ideals emerge,
one by one. To hiir. it is the story of human soul - , groping and rind-
ing the true God and thus developing ..rom barbarism to a nigh type
of civilization.
Tne Problems in Interpreting for Children.
Ac we consider this interpretation and t e limits of child ex-
perience, our main problem of presenting zhe historical interpreta-
tion to children narrows itself down to the question: Can the child
comprehend the principle of evolution and apply it to moral and
religious ideals? Concretely express d it becomes: Can the child,
cz
on hearing the story or the Egyptians; being drov:ned in tne Red
Sea, understand that the story reveal s the conception or God that
is held by a primitive people who have a tribal idea of Goci and a
code or ethics whicn permits any cruel or unfair dealin
c
with their
enenies an honorable; and that this conception or God slowly gives
way to a higher conception, which in turn yields to a still higher
one, and so on, for centuries, until Jesu:- came.
To grasp this principle of evolving concepts, tne chj Id must
understand primitive people, have a realization of the meaning of
time and sequence, and have a standard by whicn i,he progress upward
can be measured. Our problem then becomes a study or the child to
see if he has, or can be given, this background basic for the his-
torical interpretation. And if he is not mature enough to under-
stand this interpretation, what undesirable impressions lie will have
received
.
a. Lach of Mental Images with which to Visualize tne Story.
Our first need is that the child know enough or the life tnd
customs of primitive people to be able to picture a story or these
people in its true setting. Wnat imagery does the child possess with
which to visualize the stories?
The imowledge or the world or the child of five as he enters
school, is almost entirely restricted to nia immediate Community.
If he has been to kindergarten or lived in a neighborhood where
there are many children, he has a little wider knowledge of people,
than a more isolated child. If he has been to tne beach, the farm,
or the mountains during the last summer or two, his world is that
< r
mucn bigger. But making allowance for all this, the fltfti'ld'a sto.e
of imagery is not Bompr^sentiiVe enough zo visualize most Bible
stories, nor his experience with life broad enough to interpret the...
Beginning with the second or third grade in T.:ie public schools,
he starts acquiring ideas of different lands and customs. Primitive
people are usually included early in xhis study because of the sim-
plicity of their life. So he nay help make an Indian village in the
sane table. Or he may help to c nstruct an Eskimo scene. As he
grows older he learns more and more of these peoples anc extends his
acquaintance to many lands.
If the Bible story has been well told so the child ha 3 lived it
and actually pictured it, as we hope he ha?, we may well ask what the
actual picture images in the child's mind are. Sunday Scaool teachers
have tried to find out by asking pupils to draw a picture of some part
of the story. Surprising results have been secured. In one case
a child, after hearing the story of the journey of the children of
Israel through the Red S^a when the waters were driven back forming
a wall on each side, actually drew a stone wall with a gate in the
middle for the Israelites to come through. This is a humorous ex-
ample. Yes, but the fact is that it it an example. Public school
teachers testify to the same results in their literature work.
The crux of the matter is that the child has a limited store of
images. He is no , yet accustomed to making his word 8 serve figurative
uses. They are symbols of definite things or meaningless. When
nearc by tne child they can recall only images already in his mind.
Tne teac er saw a wide stretch of water on either side of which were

plains. The only people were the Israelites and the pursuing Egyptians
Sudcenly t e waters parted and the Israelites went across on dry land,
what did trie child see? A stone wall. Who can guess the rest? Was
it Moses as the military leader of an ordered company, living in long
rows of white tents? Or Moses, who by the might, and power or his per
sonality, holds in check, guides, and inspires a motley crowd of men,
women, and children, sleeping anywhere, eating anything, a veritable
gypsy camp, without automobiles .nor wagons. The story may remain as
fascinating a chase to the children as a conte :porary event, as a past
event, but we have failed to give the historical interpretation to
the cnild if we tell the story to teach some moral lesson that might
have happened anywhere, anytime. Ir tnis story is to be one in a long
chain, showing the development or moral ideals, it must be placed in
its true setting. Unless we can take the chile out or the United State
in the year ly^y A. D. and make him live in the wilderness of Sinai
hundreds or years before Christ, v:e csnnot hope to give him an histori-
cal interpretation of the Bible. This we cannot do until his mind is
stored with pictures of that country anc until he can see those crude,
primitive men with their rough dress and rougher ways.
But tne problem involves more than establishing a true setting
for single events. If the child is to appreciate the gradual develop-
ment or concepts, as is essential lor complete understandir^ of the
historical interpret tion or the Bible, he -ius . see these single
events in their right time relationsnip i,o eacn other. Tnis brings
us to our second difficulty—the realization of the meaning or time
and sequence.

b. Failure to Comprehend the Ifeahiftg of Time and Sequence.
That this concept ie difficult for children to grasp is shown by
many of their naive questions, "When will it be summer?" the child a3k
and mother replies, "In four months." But witnin twenty-four hours,
the child will innocently ask, "Is four months most up now, mother?"
Or after the teacher carefully explained that Washington lived a long:
time ago, the child promptly inquires, 'Were you living then?" The
traditional "once u_.on a time" is truly indicative or the indefinite-
nesc or time in the young child's mind. The past to him is a great
blank filled :it or miss with everything that he recalls in his own
lire or has been told. He has ho criterion for arranging these memo-
ries in their chronological order, were the motive to do so present.
It is much as, when we, looking out for the first time over hills and
valleys all faintly seen behind an even gray of mist, cannot say that
this point is nearer than that. But let the mist- rise and the valleys
and hills stand out in all their individuality ana quickly we can tell
relative distances.
We find, in the public school, a study of history in its chrono-
logical sequence is not usually attempted before the fifth grade.
The study or history proper is further delayed until the seventh.
If the child has no real appreciation of sequence until he is ten or
more, how can a younger child acquire the icea of a moral code de-
veloping through a period of time? Obviously he cannot. It is
merely a matter of memory. Now they believed in the rule of the
strong: nov; in justice for all, weak and strong; and now in mercy and
<
love toward all. There is no sequence. An event, not in the present,
is in the indefinite past.
c. Danger to Moral Ideals of Cnild
From this we may conduce that the Bible story told to tne cnild
will be interpreted for the most part in terms or hi3 everyday experi-
ence and as isolated events. We are forced to the conclusion that the
child win not be able to comprehend the gradual growth or concepts
in his earlier years. Therefore, we must as.: what undesirable impres-
sions he will have. A discussion of this question will be postponed
until we discuss more at length the difficulties growing out of the
contradictions and obscure passages of the Bible. 20
20 . See page
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B. The Superhuman Beings
The supernatural element in the Bible causes so fflfteh difficulty
for most adults today that, to find out exactly now large a part
this element plays in the Biblical narrative is interesxing, as well
as necessary if we ars to discus intelligent^- the problems it
raises for children. In this section the discussion will be confined
to a discussion of the superhuman beings that the child must under-
stand. A discussion o* the supernatural elements in xhe miracle
stories win be omitted at this point, ror the miracles are considered
as a problem in themselves. 'He, therefore, will consider tne problems
we must race when v:e present t,o the child tne conceprs: angels,
God, devils, ana Satan.
l . The Biblical Text.
Let us consider rirst the part angels play in the Biblical
narrative. Wha'oever one believes in regard to the existence of
heavenly angels today, no one would claim that angels come to us
in visible form to speak ana minister to us. But the Bible gives
numerous instances of just such activity.
There are si:: recorded conversations wnere an angel informs,
sometimes the motner, and sometimes the father, oi tne birth or a
son."*- Tnere are six otner insxances when an angel gives speciric
directions to someone to go somewhere or to co something. - in only
W* ' spiritual co • v while in £
physical aid is brought, three of these being in the form of food.
1. Gen. 16:10; Gen. 16:17; Jug. 15:5; Llatt. 1:20; Lk, 1:11-15; Lk. 1:28-55
2. Gen. 1> :15; Sum. 22:25; Ju^. 2:1-5; Jul. c:ll; Acts 7:55; Acts 8:25% Ifc 2£*fc Acts 27:25 4. §g^2iiHj gg? . g.g, Ijigg.^

In all these twenty references we find the an els as the agents of
God Carrying Kis messages or bringing His aid.
. In Acts, one of our most historically authenticated books, are
fo ; nd one fourth of all these references, thus seeming to justify
their historical real it
.
Angels are also everywhere evident in the apocalyptic literature.
For convenience we may divide their activity into two divisions:
their function in. visions, either as interpreters of, or participants,
in, a vision; and their function at the judgment day as described by
Jesus and Paul. 7 While the first function need not, be discussed here,
the second function, coming definitely within the narrative sections
of the Bible needs our consideration. An examination or the text,
however, reveals pitiably little information, scarcely anything more
than that they v/ill share in the glories and work of the great judg-
ment day.
We find very few definite facts taught about angels. The New
Testament assumes immortality ; and as an immortal being, you will be
an angel. If you meet certain requirements, chiefly character, you
are an angel of God; if you fail to meet these requirements, you are
an angel of Satan. 3 Of the latter yroup we know nothing except that
they will be separated fro.:, the good an £ ,els and meet the same fate
as their leader, Satan. Of the former we know only little more.
They will be with God, subject to His commend as also that of Christ.^
They will be God's helpers, not Gods, and therefore ar not to be
worshipped .H
.Dan. 8:16; Rev. 5:2 (Examples) 6. Matt. lj:?/'-^!; l?:47-50
6; Matt. 16:27; 24:^1; 25:31; mil. 8:58; Lk. 15:10; 16:22
7. I Thess. 4:16; II Thess. 1:7,8; 8. Matt. 25:?l-46
9. Matt. '25:41; 10. Matt. 26:52; 11. Col. 2:18

In the 3ible narrative, not only angels appear and talk like
ordinary men, but 30 does God. A careful reading of one Bool:, I
Samue 1 , the storiec of which are very frequently used with children,
reveals seventeen quotations in which the literal interpretation of
the passage makes God carry on a normal conversation' with Samuel.
This is recorded in just as matter of fact a way as any conversation
between Eli and Samuel. Re find Go taking a very personal interest
in the life of one tribe, and performing miraculous feats for their
advantage. We have already discussed God's moral character and will
discuss miracles in the next problem. We are interested here solely
in the nature of God. Is he a Spirit or a Superman? Is He a far away
or near? That the Old Testament narrative shov;s Him as a despot we
have already seen. But he is near and interested enough in His
people to march ahead of them in a pillar of fire or a cloud, 12 to
send them manna 15 when food was scarce, and to give them specific
laws^oy which to live.
r third concept, devil, is found almost entirely in the New
Testament. Ij\ the Old Testament mention is made or sacrificing to
devils only four times. 1^ In the New Testament the devil has two
functions which give him for us a dual character. He is mentioned
at least four times as being the cause of sickness. 1^ Here he is an
unseen creature that taken possession or a man. His presence is
shown by some nervous or physical infirmity. Then, at times, he be-
comes a more personal being who plots the moral destruction of in-
dividuals. Thus Jesusl7 and Judasl^ were both tempted by the devil
12. Ex. 15:21; 1J. Ex. lc:15; 14. Ex. 20;25
15. Lev. 17:7; Deut. 52:17; II Chron. 11:15; Ps. 106:57
16. Matt. 9:52; 11:18; Iflc. 7:2V; Lk. 4:55;
17. Kfttt. 4:1; 18. John 15*2

and in the letters and epistles of the Hew Testament he is frequently
referred to as an adversary^' we mu3t be prepared to resist. While the
devil is spoken as if there were but one, the prevalence and activity
give the impression that there were many of them. In apocalyptic
writ ngs, mention is made of the devil and his angels, as if the
devil were the leader of a host of wicked angels. In this capacity,
as tempter and leader he sometimes is called Satan. 20 j-t, is significant
to notice that the word "Satan" is used almost as seldom in the Old
Testament as is the wo d "devil." There are but five references,
^
only one of which is in the narrative sections we are chiefly con-
sidering. If we read the Bible record carefully we will see Satan as
a rival deity who is to be overthrown at the last day.
2. The Historical Interpretation.
The literalist pictures all of these beings in a more or less
objective manner, the historical scholar is more critical of their
form and being and more inclined to cling rigidly to only one Divine
Being, God. How then does the historical interpretation account for
angels, devils, and Satan?
It is worthwhile to note that, in the twenty instances recorded
in which angels are messengers of God, one-half are in the Old Testa-
ment and one-half in the New Testament; so we cannot use our prin-
ciple of evolving con epts to explain away our angels. Half of the
annunciations and half of the instances of help through physical aid
19. I Pet. 5:8; Eph. 4:27; 6:11
20. Hatt. 4:10
2JU Job 1:6-12; 2:1-3; Zech. 3:1; 1 Chr. 21:1 Ps. 109:6

are in the Old Testament. The only suggestion or an evolving concept
is that the two incidents of spiritual comfo rt are in the Hew Testa-
ment while four of the six instances, of giving specific directions,
are in the Old Testament. Obviously, it would be to make a fetish
of the evolving concept idea to use it as an explanation here.
A knowledge of Oriental customs and the Oriental mind, especially
the Hebrew rind, presents a much more plausible explanation which the
historical scholar accepts. When one lives and moves in an atmo phere
of God-consciousness, and has an unquestioning faith in Goc, as the
agent bringing all that is good into one's life, it is easy and natu-
ral t. attribute all good fortune either, in having made a right
plan of action, or in securing .inch needed physical aid, as directly
due to God or His emissaries. So the adult mind can read these sto-
ries and not see a visible angel hovering about, but near the still
small voice Within and feel the peaceful and contented spirit and have
the assurance of God's watchfulness and care that the stories are
written to give.
In devils and Satan, the Historical scholar sees a similar per-
sonifi'ation of all the evil in one's life and in the influences
surrounding. He distinguishes between moral guilt and physical in-
firmity while the Biblical writers believed that the latter was the
outgrowth of the former and so found no inconsistency in making one
devil responsible for both. Vifhen the Hebrews accepted the Persians'
explanation or sorrow and sin, they brougnt Satan and devils into
their religion without being concerned over the contradiction in main-
taining, that God is the only deit^, and then depicting a conflict

with a second deity, Satan. It shows a new explanation or sin and
suffering, where earlier in their history all evil was attributed to God.
If in the historical interpretation, angels, devils, and Satan
become interesting fictions of our imagination, or concepts helpful
to our thinking (except the term angel when used to mean our existence
alter death), we certainly may ask wi J .ft some hesitation what attitude
the historical scholar takes in regard to Goci. Y/e will find our rears
vanish if we recall that the historic 1 scholar admits or one Divine
Being, and only one. His refusal to accept a second deity, Satan,
maKes beliei in one Creator and one God or the 7/hole world, a logical
possibility. Likewise in other questions concerning the nature of
God, the Historical scholar does, for the most part, agree with the
noblest of the traditional concepts, but from these concepts he re-
lentlessly purges the cruder elements. His approach to trie Bible
permits him to do so, when that or the literalist do>;s not. So zhe
historical scholar shakes off many of the popular anthropomorphisms
with which we think or God; admits tnat God 1 s real nature will per-
haps never be fully revealed to us; but each or us is entitled to
learn concerning him all we can and form our own conclusions, both as
to His nature and His character. The personal conception or God
which individual scholars hold is not a question of concern to a
student of the historical interpretation of the Bible. Eut we do
need to know that the conception presupposed in this interpretation,
is tnat God is a Spirit, not a Superman; and that God works in this,
His universe, only through the laws He has laid. down.

2. Problems in Interpreting for Children.
As v;e present the historical interp etaticn of Eibliccl stories
dealing with God, angels, and devils, to the Qfcjldj how can we pre-
sent them so as to ^ive the child a true conception of the real
nature and activity of these beings?
a. Misconceptions of God.
The en: id is quick to see that God does not come to men now
in any visible form and talk ae the Bible pictures Him as doing.
And many a child wonders why God is different today. To the
visualistic child, the Bible narrative reveals a God movin among
His people, as real a character as Mo^es or Joshua. They have no
back: round to u^e in interpreting these stori s as the unique ex-
periences of chosen leaders, given :nuch to silent corraunion with
Gocj, or the interpretation given by these leaders to fortunate
anc. timely assistance from perhaps unusual and unexpected sources.
These Biblical examples are usually held up to the children as
evidences Oi God's care and protection of His own. The children lit-
tle realize these are the unusual instances covering hundreds of
years, but assume it was an everyday experience in those times. But
in comparison with the life they know now, they see a marked differ-
ence. Quite uranie ded by their teachers, they come to have an en-
tirely pagan picture of the time long ago when God mixed promis-
cuously with his people, helping or punishing as the case might need,
while today God is far away on a throne up in heaven from where he
rules. Is it any v.-onder that children feel God has lost interest in

humanity or, at least, lias less interest now tnan formerly? Not?
He is unseen and seldom if ever actually interferes in the physical
•order or things. Iustead of a foreman in a mill, always th?re manag-
ing tne affairs of- tne mill so as to ben-fit those who cooperate with
Him, He is a distant, but everwatchful "All 3eeing-Eye," more prone
to punish every mistake than to aid every effort. To city-bred chil-
dren He frequently becomes a soit or super-policeman always on the
watch lor violations of the law and to God they transfer their ac-
quired emotional attitude to the police department.
While tnese may be serious problems to the child and prevent him
from having the v.'holesome religious experiences that are his birth-
ri ht in a Christian land, he my gradually lay them aside for a more
Christian interpretation as he matures. Another conception of God,
xnat much ;iore frequently remains to Cistort the religious life of
the child as he matu es, is the belief th t Gou is a magician who,
if He cncoses, can da all things. Prayer becomes simply a means of
winning God's favor so He will comply with the child's wishes. Like
rubDing Aladdin's lamp, preyer brings him in the presence of an ir-
resistible power who need but speak, and presto, all is done. The
diiierence is that Aladdin's genii mutit obey him, while God will use
His own v.isdom in granting requests. This vital difference is oxten
forgotten, if indeed it is ever learned. As a result, God is a very
arbitrary, whimsical magician, whom we must flatter end accord un-
Mi
I
r
.ase. Childr > are taught
"to qo what other people ask therr. to" find God singularly unobliging
until they lose faith in His kindness and fa 1 to pray for what they

want. As prayer life ceases, God becomes unreal and religious ex-
perience dies out. Hence this is a misconception demanding careful
study
.
b. Objective Reconstruction of Subjective Experience.
The historical interpretation of these concepts that we are nov;
considering, demands a first-hand knowledge of God and a real expe-
rience of God's help. For 7;hat per cent or our children can we posit
a sense of God's presence as friend anu helper? We have no definite
dat on the subject, but there have been studies which are sugges-
tive. Pruf . J. H. Leuba found, in a small town containing 175
school children, that only one tenth called God, "Father," while two-
thirds of them call d him, "a powerful man," "a human bein , " or
"creator. "^2 This does not show an intimate personal friendship with
God. To be ioj'al to a Church does not necessarily mean a vital liv-
ing sense of God's presence, but might not one expect that those led,
in the Church scnooi to a personal knowledge of Go_ would remain loyal
to that institution? Yet we find a decided falling off in attendance
at about fourteen. In the absence of more reliable data, does
this not justify us in the belief that children do not as a whole
experience the joy or communing with Gou tnat the Biblical stories
tell or. If this conclusion is correct, the children cannot 11 read
between the lines" and find, in tne stories a hidden meaning, a por-
trayal in outward forms of inner experiences.
The scholar may read of ministering angels and think in terms of
beautiful symbolism. The child sees the angels, just as they are
pictured. The angel is as real as ivloses and David. Nor does it help,
ZZ. "children's Conception of God."
2^. "ihe Indiana Survey of Religious Education," Walter S. Athearn,
editor, Vol. 1 p. 252., George M. Doran Co., 1^22

if we tell the child, that angels cannot be seen. His imagination will
coma to his aid, and the angels remain real as ever. This is testified
to by the number of children who delight in their "make-believe"
friend?. »Vhen a horse is lacking, a stick .ill meet the child's
needs oY when a doll is lacking, a roll of cloth will do. 3ut even
when the cloth and the stick ars lac 'zing the play is not spoiled.
3illy can ride without any substitute for a horse, except what his
good imagination gives him; and llary can bathe, dress, feed a make-
believe baby as well as a doll. Investigators have revealed a sur-
prising amount of this make-believe play, not only in the shy child
who fails to make friends, but in the more poptilar child, too. Some
•hildren find the invisible fairies aid elves equally real playmates.
3o when we present angels or God as unseen, we need have no fear of
their not being real to the child.
The child will accept these stories with little question, until
he outgrows his fairy tale^
,
which at first, are also a part of his
play .vorld, the on'y world that he kno.vs anything about. But gradu-
ally, he distinguishes between his "play- orld" and the "real world."
Fairies come and go as he wishes, though he may lay differently, but
people do not. Fairies slowly take their places in the make-believe
.orld and people in the real one. To which do angels belong? Are
-ngels merely "good fai ries , 'a part of the play world? Or are they
to be taken seriously and really believed in? Then there is the ques-
tion of Santa Glaus and God. To which world do these persons belong?
As the child's world develops he will certainly ask to which world
Satan and devils belong. Ho;/ can we distinguish between the use of
eg
the word "angel" to mean our life after death as contrasted with its
ft,; 04
use as the messenger of God ministering to Jesus iri the wilderness.
Ho.v can we explain our "belief in the reality of God, but not of Satan
and devils?
j. Comprehension of Abstract and Spiritual Concepts.
tie are here faced with the problem of leading a child to a spiritu
listic interpretation of angels and the like. How can we lead the
child from a materialistic conception of religion to a spiritualistic
conception without a crisis in his life? To say that children are
ani.ists and therefore believe in the spiritual universe is only half
true. To say that Cod is a Spirit, is little more than to say He is
an invisible person. In fact, that is often the reason given chil-
dren for their not being able to see Cod. Cod still sits on a throne
\vi th flowing robes, long white beard, and golden crown, for most
children. Angels are men, or cunning babies, with wings, darting
hither and yon, at great speed, on errands for the King. The^e an-
tropomor ;hi sms are pure materialism and when found inconsistent with
the real world, equally material, of which more is known, they gradu-
ally become "unreal" and drop out of the child's life as do fairies
and make-believe friends. This may be a- natural process of growth,
but often it comes suddenly in a crisis of disillusionment. "There
is no Santa 31ausj It is just da iy dressed up. They are fooling
us," the child says. And sometimes, we hear in conclusion, "I
wonder when ire will discover the truth about Jesus." To prevent our
adolescents from drifting from the Church through losing a sense of
the reality of that for which the Church standi is a problem very much
34. /*IATT. 4-' II

needing attention.
3ven young children will occasionally surprise us with such Ques-
tions, hut on the whole we may expect to escape embarrassment with the
primary and younger Junior children. But it is not fair to these chil-
dren to attempt their religious training without having thought this
prohlem through. The way for the final solution must he paved in
the early y oars so that there will he no "break in the child's religi-
ous faith when he "begins to question our teachings, ./e have here
a real prohlem and no teacher of children who teaches simply for the
child's present religious experience, forgetful of laying an adequate
foundation for his problems of the future, is doing his full duty hy
the child. Somehow the child must he given a realization of the
spiritual truth tied up in his objective angels "before he is ready
to discard those angels.
The stories that we use with children are used for the most part
to give the child some abstract principle. They are the concrete il-
lustrations from which the child is to l^arn many ahstract concepts.
?or example, :/e tell how an angel releases Peter from prison hy
loosening his chains, in order to teach, not what an angel can do,
hut how Sod helps us in tine of need. The question of the desirahility
of the child thinking he can get this kind of aid will he omitted
here. .<e are now considering the event from the standpoint of teach-
ing ahstract concepts, .ifhether it is better to give the principle
first and, from it, draw out illustrations, or to give the illustra-
tion first, and from that, draw a principle, is a debatable point.
3ut all educators are unanimous in claiming that children must have

the concrete "before the abstract principle will mean anything to then.
For this purpose, the stories we are discussing answer well. They
put into concrete objective form the ideas that we would have the
children 1 earn. The question that must ever he in the teacher's mlfid
is whether the impresrion left on the child is merely an interesting
story or whether the child has grasped the principle behind the tale.
Considering how difficult it is for children to grasp abstract i^eas,
one feels justified in asking a teacher how she attempts to make this
principle real to the child and how she checks herself on the result
of her teaching. If she does not get the abstract ideal across to
her pupils, the story .vill be merely a story, or at best, a lesson
teaching one truth. Is the story of Peter just referred to, told to
teach children the one specific truth that God will help veople get
out of prison or to teach the more general truth that God is ever near
to help people. If the abstract ideal is appreciated by the child and
he sees God as aiding men in many different ways, then he can begin to
the angel in the story, not a a winged person, but as a symbol of God'
good will and loving care. Shall we delay telling the stories where
angels are involved, until the child is old enough to grasp abstract
ideals? If we do tell the stories, how shall we interpret them so as
to lead up to the highest interpretation when the child is old enough
to understand it?
. The isliracle s
dfe hear so much talk about the "miracles of the Bible" that some
poorly informed people think that the Bible i3 a narrative of super-
natural and incredible happenings. As a matter of fact, the total
number of miracles recorded in both Testaments is not much over fifty.
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That does not average one miracle to a "book and is hardly enough to
form a valid ha3is for characterizing the Bihle as a whole. Fifty-one
hooks record no miracles. The importance of the miraculous element in
the Bihle is obviously not founded on the number of its miracle sto-
ries. Analysis shows such a difference between the rv.iracles in the
Old Testament and those in the iiew Testament that each will be dis-
cussed separately.
1. The Old Testament Piracies
a. The Biblical Text.
a study of the miracles in the Old Testament show that they perform
two major functions. They provide for physical needs and are a sign
from God. As examples of the former we can cite Elijah keeping the
creuse of oil full and God feeding the Israelities with manna.
Examples of the latter are i«ioses turning his rod to a serpent and back
again to a rod, 3 and God sending fire to light the sacrifice on lit.
Camel*
All the major miracles are worked by Hoses, Aaron, Joshua, and
the prophets, Elijah and 31isha. In the entire history of the Old
Testament, there are only four other instances^ that can be classed
as miracles.
b. The Historical Interpretation
The Historical scholar sees in all these miracles the "glory
1. I Kings 17:16; 2. 3xodus 16:15; 3. Sxodus 4:3,4
4. II Kings 1:14 5. Jud. 14:16; I Sam. 12:13: I Kings 13:4; n Kings 20:9
r
of their religion.. 3ome have been 90 distorted as to "oe untrusthworthy
and can only he classed as legends or spurious. In others the germ of
truth can he still found. In none, he admits of any activity act con-
trolled by natural law. The people are superstitious, credulous and
poor observers *rom our scientific point 0? view. Before the stories
were committed to writing, there had been plenty of tine for them to
grow and they had been repeated time and again to teach just such les-
sons as they are supposed to teach in their present form. How much fact
is back of each will probably never be ascertained.
c. The Problems in Interpreting for Children
As we try to formulate the problems we will face in presenting
this interpretation to children, we must remind ourselves again of
the limited background and experience of the child. £ven so. there
is danger of magnifying our problem. Children find the miracles a
less serious problem than adults. The child's world is composed of
many miracles. To them we adults in our everyda/ act3, are i..ira;le-
workers. The child is not a critical observer. »hat he sees going
on in front of him is so often not understood that a very false
opinion as to the powers of us grown-ups is the result. .Vho has not
seen the doubt on a child's face when you tell hi:: you cannot fix a
broken toy? Or who canaot remember his own disillusionament on dis-
covering the limitations of sone idolized adult? To the smallest
child the miracles will have little appeal. The real world is new,
he needs no other; but as he grows older, his immediate environment
i3 familiar and he wants to know more of the large world we adult3
know, lie is now ready for the miracle stories and will drink them in

thirstily. But still he is very ignorant and uncritical. So he will
accept all we have to say as a part of the "big world he wants to know
ahout. 3o far we have no prohlem. But as we follow the child's de-
velopment a step farther, we note a change.
1. The Child's I©«d for a Constructive Interpretation
As the child grows older, he begins to notice that while these
miraculous events are presented as a part of the big world, he never
sees them happening. His world ha- grown somswhat "bigger and he does
not realize that he still knows only a little of it. He wonders why
such miracles do not happen now. He ha3 already learned that the peopl
in ths Bible lived a long tine ago and are dead now. Gradually the
Bible becomes a story of long ag~ . It ceases to reveal real life to
the child.
The child judges the Bihle stories by the same criterion that
we judge any story, namely: does it portray life as we know it? Un-
consciously, we, when judging Bihle stories, shift the oasis of com-
parison of the story with our present day life, from the outward acts,
to the inward thought and the reaction of individuals to a given situa-
tion. Je have already seen the difficulty with which the child grasps
abstract ideas and cannot expect him to make this shift undirected, as
a result the Bihle stories lose for him all direct contact with the
world ahout him.
God, who still lives may he a connecting thread, but this will
depend on God's place in the child's everyday life. If the child
has not learned to know God personally and does not see others com-
muning with Him and trusting in Him, it is likely that He too will he-
come a Person of the past, living now in a very unreal sense, ,/e have

already noted this desirable personal knowledge of God cannot be posited
for children a a whole, although individual children frequently have
this experience. Instead, the child's knowledge of Sod i3 derived
largely from just such unusual and unau thenticated stories as these
miracle tales. 3o that Sod, instead of being a iiealit/ that jives
livingness to the 3it>le , is Himself a fundamental cause of this Un-
reality because of His responsibility for the miracles. If ve base
the moral and religious ideals, we are attempting to give the child,
on a Bible and God already considered fictitious by the child, how
much compelling power will they have for him?
nlfhile these stories are thus losing theirfeality to the child,
he is learning more and more about causa and effect. He has discovered
there is a reason for things. 'There is also a How. He has acquired
a body of knowledge and begins comparing /hat he hears to that body
of knowledge. The scientific spirit is developed and, unless 3tunted
by his environment, will become a life long search for truth. He
applies this spirit to the Bible stories and surprises unsuspecting
parents with his questions. He is at first merely asking for infor-
mation; but if the answers he receives do not satisfy him, and his
knowledge and interest in the explanation of things in the world in-
creases, his v^usstions become problems. Unless the Biblical narra-
tive is in some way harmonized with his everyday .vorld, the Bible
and all the moral and religious ideas that hav? developed from it
are put in one pocket of his mind while he organizes the rest of his
life without them. This duality makes religion at best, formal and
superficial
.

If we wish our teaching to have practical results in the thought
and conduct of the child, we cannot afford to let the child drift into
this attitude of indifference to the Bihle. v/e must give a positive
answer to his «jaestions, that will enable him to keep and cherish the
truth embodied in these stories even when childish conceptions have
vanished.
2. The .Difficulties of Giving This Interpretation to the Child,
a. Impossibility of an Unqualified "Yes" or "No."
But to give a positive answer which is truthful and within the
comprehension of the child is not easy. As the child begins to doubt
the Biblical stories and asks, "Is it true," what can we say?
If we say "Yes," the child accepts the story as an historically
true one. If he has sufficient trust in us, he will worry no more for
the present. 3ut we h?ve complicated his problem for the future. By
confirming him as a literalst, we are making a true interpretation
and evaluation of the 3ible that much more difficult. He are limit-
ing the child forever to a nar ow, materialistic interest in the Bible
or definitely buil'ing a complex which will cause a crisis in later
years
.
If we answer the child's question with "No," .ve are still beset
:/ith difficulties. The child is still a literalist. The miracle
stories become simply wonder tale3, like any stories of fairies or of
Aladdin. The child may continue to love the miracle storie-, may know
their lessons as well as ever, but they are stories and belong to the
"play worl^." As the child discovers naturally that fairy stories are
not true, so he discovers that the so Bible stories are not true. There

is no immediate problem of interpretation. But neither has the child
a correct understanding of these stories, rfe have simply dodged the
question and post ^oned attempting to give any interpretation.
The truth is that a dogmatic yes or no, in answer to the ques-
tion, "Are the miracles true?" is not fair to the child nor to the
Bible . So our problem is to qualify our answer in such a way as to
given the child as nearly a correct comprehension of the truth as he
is able to get at his age. As are try to formulate our answer, we
find besides a lack of general background and experience two con-
spicuous difficulties we must overcome.
b. Meaninglessness of the term "legend"
The first difficulty in giving a qualified answer to the child is
that the world "legend" is not understood by the child. Unless great
care is used our children will get the idea that a legend is a half-
true story. Or at best they will get the impression that we do not
know how much, if any, of the story is true. But neither idea, while
true in part, contains the distinctive note which makes a legend dif-
ferent from any other type of story.
Cur appreciation of the meaning of a legend is dependent on our
knowledge of primitive peoples and their historical development, lie
quickly pass, in thought, back over years of .vritter. history to "pre-
historic" times. ^e see fathers and tribal chiefs telling and re-
telling the stories of the great men of their tribe until finally these
stories are put in writing. He know the inaccuracy of most first-hand
witnesses and have seen many stories grow and change through repetition.
cc
3o a legend means a story which has had a very definite type of his-
tory, but whose origin is lo3t.
But children lack this background and historical sense. The/
will, unless otherwise directed, reason thus: loses performed mir-
acles. Therefore, Lloses is a great man. Our problem is to change
this reasoning to: Lloses was a great man; therefore, miracles were
attributed to him. This is a real problem, for the child fails to
understand the criteria on which we establish i-Ioses* greatness; his
courage in attempting to lead that unorganized, uneducated people,
accustomed only to forced obedience, out from under the control of a
powerful king; the persistence with which he overcame difficulties
during those forty years in the wilderness; and his steadfast loyalty
to his Sod. The spectacular feats of the miracles stand out in bold
relief against this half-understood background and become quickly
associated v/ith his greatness. *Vhen the child is asked why iloses
is considered great, these spectacular feats immediately suggest
themselves as an explanation. ."hen these specific acts are admitted
as possibly untrue, the entire story becomes uncertain. The child
understands too little, the gradual changes that stories inevitably
undergo as they pass from lip to lip, to find this explanation re-
assuring.
c. Failure to Comprehend Universal Principles
The second difficulty we face as ere try to give a positive con-
structive answer to the child's questions concerning the miracles
is his inability to think in terms of universal laws or principles.
The child would have a better background for understanding the
r'
historical interpretation of the miracle stories, if he -understood the
concept "natural law." But he grasps this idea vaguely, if at all,
He already knows much of cause and effect in individual instances,
hut he has not sensed a universal, never-changin^ • law that always has
"been and al ./ays will he. He has not seen, understandingly, man pit
one law against another to chieve ends that, at first, seemed impos-
sible* So to him the explanation that God does not arbitrarily inter-
vene in this world, but acts through natural law, which perhaps we know
nothing ab^ut, is mere words. He still sees only an unusual phenomena
performed at will in some rrysterious way.
Nor can he conceive of a divine purpose underlying the universe
which makes adherence to these laws necessary. He may believe that
?uch purpose exists, but this belief, based on faith in some teacher'
•word, must be distinguished from such comprehension of its signifi-
cance as will make God's loyally to it seem a matter of wisdom rather
than capri ce
.
Wills we may take care that our presentation of the story hag
the right approach and emphasis, we yet have reason for believing
that the child does not grasp a true interpretation of the miracles
until he has acquired a broad historical background and has developed
an appreciation of time and sequence.
3o \ne find that the child has need of a positive explanation, or
interpretation, of the miracles that he is not prepared to receive,
loth because of his lack of specific information and because of his
failure to grasp certain concepts. >le f therefore, as teachers, must
face the problem of discovering a way of answering the child's triaae-

diate needs and prepare the :/ay for a fuller interpretation as he
matures
.
2. 'The New Testament Miracles
Turning to the New Testament, we find the prohlen quite different
and still more serious. It is hardly an exaggeration to sa/ that
•vithout the miracles there would have heen no New Testament, for the
concluding hooks are "based mainly on the greatest miracle, the resur-
rection of Christ, to which event the gospel story leads up. Almost
equalling that in importance for historic Christianity, is the miracle
of the Virgin 3irth. Thes ; two miracles deserve special attention,
so they will he discussed after ,ve have considered the difficulties .
which the other miracles will give to us -when we try to interpret them
historically to our children.
a. 3ihlical text.
T;/o contrasts with the miraculous element in the Old Testament
strike us at once. In spite of the difference in the length of the
narrative portions of each Testament, there are more Teferences to
miracles in the New Testamsnt than in the Old Testament. »iihile most
of the Old Testament miracles are so distinctly legendary in origin,
that it is hard to "believe we could have secured an exact and accu-
rate descrption of each event, this is not true of the miracles in
the New Testament* The New Testament is definitely within historical
times, hut the miraculous element is much stronger.
Our second contrast, is in the type of miracle. In the Old
Testament, with few exceptions, miracles are national events. They

are crises in the national life. Individuals have no importance ex-
cept as they might entertain a person of importance to the tribe or
nation. In the New Testament, the opposite is true, ^very miracle
has a personal element. There is no hint of interest in national
affairs. jLach miracle is a case of ministering to individual needs.
.iThen we ask who performed these miracles, we discover a striking
likeness tc the Old Testament, for the greater the man, the more
miracles there are accredited to him. «n'e hear of many miracles
"being performed "by all the disciples, hut Stephen^ and Philip7 are
the only ones mentioned by name. Four incidents are mentioned in
which Peter uses supernatural power— one of "bringing a person hack
to life,—two of healing and one when his rehuke causes a man to
ft '
"
fall dead. Of Paul, four miracles are mentioned; three of healing
and a fourth, prohably healing also, hut recorded as raising from the
-lead. 9 But Jesus is accorded the honor of being the greatest miracle-
worker of the Scriptures. It is hard to tell exactly how many
miracles are recorded "because of the apparent duplication in the
different gospels, hut we will not he far wrong, if we put the num-
ber at twenty-six, almost as many as in the entire Old Testament.
Considering the correlation between the greatness of the man and the
accumulation of miracles associ ted with his name, this will not sur-
prise us, but only reveal the relative position of Jesus in relation
to the other great personalities in the Scripture. But what are
these miracles that are attributed to Jesus? Over half are specific
6. Acts G:8; 7. Acts 8:6
8. Acts 3:6: Acts 5:5; Acts 0:64; Acts 9:40
9. Acts 13:11; Acts 14:10; Acts 20:10: Acts 28:8
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instances of healing10 while three more record instances of raising
from the dead. 11 The remaining are of a miscellaneous nature, hard to
12
classify. In this group "belong such events as turning water to wine
and feeding the five thousand. 1 -'
The apostles all received their power and authority from Jesus;
so the miracles they perforin do not constitute a special problem and
will not "be treated separately.
b. The Historical Interpretation
The attitude of the historical scholars generally on this question
of miracles is well expressed in the words of ./arschauer. He 3ays,
"Hot so long ago the miracles used to he cited as amongst the chiefest
proof 3 of the uniqueness and Divinity of our Lord—today His unique
Personality is invoiced in support of the wonderful deeds ascribed to
Him by the Evangelists; once these marvels were confidently appealed
to as His credentials— today it is He who renders them credible."14
iSven .vhen dealing with the miracles of Jesus, the historical
scholar remains true to his assumption that God does, and therefore
Jesus would also, work according to what is popularly called "natural
laws" instead of working miraculously, in defiance of these laws as
the literal is t believes He did.
The .iracles of healing constitute the largest grotip of
miracles but probably the group th t present the fewest difficulties
for adults, as we think of Jesus' healing ministry, his .ords, "Thy
10: John 5:3,9; John 4:50; Matt. 8:14, 15; LIk. 2:3-12; Lk, 13:11-12 (example
11. John 11:44; Lk, 7:14,15; ilatt. 9:24,25
12. John 2:6-10
13. John 6:11-13
14. Jars chaue r "Jesus: 5even Questions," p. 142, 143

faith hath made thee whole j" comes ringing through our ears and the
little child's faith that if he prays tc Jesus he will get well sound
very much in tune with the Gospel teachings. Yet only comparatively
few adults accept this faith as valid. What then is the historical in-
ter pre tati on?
That Josus was not the first nor the last to perform "faith cures"
is attested "by history. The historical scholar recognizes that others
have inspired faith enough to work cures, and marvels not at Jesus*
endowment of supernatural power, hut at the strength and power of a
personality that could inspire such universal faith and so perform
such a wonderful healing ministry.
*(frien we turn to the three instance.: in which Jesus is tradymally
accredited with raising a person from the dead, the historical scholars
are definitely skeptical. That Jesus did raise Jairus' daughter from
the dead, they positively deny
,
and quote Jesus* words as prob*f, "The
maid is not dead, hut sleepest ..w*« In the other too cases, that of
Lazarus^- 7 and the son of the widow of liain,^ they remind us that, owing
to the custom of the time-, of "burying the dead immediately after death,
it was not uncommon for a person to come to life at his own funeral;
and suggest that Jesus .vith His quick eye for discerning the truth,
saw the situation and prevented further tragedy.
<<hen we come to the miscellaneous - roup of miracles, it "becomes
very difficult to express in a few words the historical interpretation,
15. ilark 10:52
17. John 11:44
16. llatt. 2:24
18. Luke 7:14, 15

as each miracle has to be explained separately. The same principles
that underly the interpretation of the other miracles apply here.
Scholars themselves do not yet agree as to the fact "basis of each.
In general, we ma/ say, some are considered spurious, others as
•xaggerations or distorted records of actual events, and still others
as parables that have come to he accepted as facts.
c. The Problems in Interpreting- for Children
«'hat then are the problems we face, when we try to present this
historical interpretation of Jesus' miracles to children?
1. Proper iiepresentation of Jesus
Can a child distinguish between a cure by faith and a cure by
magic? Ignorant as he is of any, but the simplest diseases, how can
he distinguish between organic and nervous disorders? furthermore,
he knov/s nothing of the interplay of mind on body and vice versa.
Therefore, while he may accept a cure as a fact, he cannot interpret
it as due to psychic laws, but places it in the realm of the miracu-
lous. But is the child in a worse position than the average adult?
isJven the historical scholar has no certainly of the psychic lav/ ap-
plied. As far as the acceptance of the stories as historic fact is
concerned, the child has no special disadvantage over the scholar.
But when we consider these stori'es as a revelation of Jesus'
personality, the historical scholar has a decided advantage, tfhen
we tell the child that Jesus worked more faith cures than any other
man in history, because people had more faith in Him, the child ac-
cepts the statement as a formal expression of fact. He has not the

background which the historic scholar has and so cannot see behind
the people's "faith in Him" a personality of great beauty and com-
pelling power contrasted with that of the superstitious, discouraged
common folk, who were healed.
Our problem then is not one of explaining the miracles as much
:s one of presenting them so they reveal the true greatness of Jesus'
personality.
2. Moral and Emotional Conflict for the Child
As we turn to the remaining two groups of miracles, our problem
of interpretation takes on a still different -ispect. The historical
explanation of the miracles vary so much with each other that instead
of being required to make one explanation, we have to make a separate
one for almost every miracle. In doing so we ar? faced with all the
difficulties we discovered in discussing Old Testament miracles.
The child does not understand the changes a story may undergo when
it is told and retold. The child cannot make allowance for the mis-
statements due to poor observation and exaggeration without discredit-
ing the author of those statements, n/hy should he excuse a Biblical
writer when he is required to be very exact in his own reports of what
he sees? That a difference of a thousand years makes an act right is
a hard concept for him to grasp. If we agree with him that the gos-
pel writers were wrong in recording unverified facts, we have unduly
discredited them in the eyes of the child. To the child, people are
classified as good or bad. How can we explain to the child that a
man who is not accurate in what he says is still entitled to be
classified as a good man without justifying untruthfulness? iFor

further discussion of this problem see page 53f ) .
,«e cannot here discuss the prohlera raised in all the individual
miracles. The records of Jesus* raisins: people from the dead are,
however, a sufficiently distinct and important group to merit our
special attention. Of all the historical interpretation of miracles,
perhaps that of this group is easiest for a child to comprehend.
That all the people should believe the man lor girl) dead and Jesus
alone see signs of life and have power to resuscitate the body is
not a difficult story to understand. Children often make mistakes
and are corrected by older and wiser people. To be sure we are still
left with the necessity of justifying to the child the inaccurate
record in the Bible. 19 . But the real problem here is not intellectual
comprehension or moral teaching, but emotional effect. Suppose one
of these stories was told vividly to a sensitive, imaginative child.
Jhat would be his emotional reaction to a scene wher? someone was
buried, or about to be buried, alive? If a crude presentation of
Herod putting innocent children to death^O disturbed a child's sleep
for three months, should we not use caution in the telling of these
miracles? .3ven if so disastrous an effect, as in the case just re-
ferred to is not feared, the teacher who tells these stories must be
careful that she fills the child's mind with wholesome and worthwhile
concepts
.
3. The Two greatest niracles
The greatest test of the advi siability of using the historical
interpretation with children, or for that matter with adults, comes
when it is applied to //hat I have called "the t.vo greatest miracles."
19. For discussion of this cjue?tion, see page 53
20. "The Child's Knowled;e of God," Grigg- Smith, Ch. 2
-
3y this title I mean the Virgin Birth s '-ory whereby Jesus came into
the world without an earthly father; and the resurrection story where
Jesus returned after death and proved that he ./as alive by presenting
Himself to His followers on various occasions.
a. The Biblical Text
Our Biblical text is drawn from the accounts of his birth
in Llajthew and Luke, including the stories of the Shepherds^*- and the
pat
j'ise Lien;" and the accounts in all four gospels of Jesus resurrection
and subsequent appearances . 24 These stories are too well-known to
necessitate further discussion here.
b. The Historical Interpretation
The historical scholar, in keeping with his principles that
God does not work in spectacular and miraculous ways, assumes that
the accuracy of a record so important an^ unusual as the Virgin
Birth and resurrection stories, must be proven and until they are
proven no one has a right to be dogmatic as to their truth. That
the authors of all four gospels and the 3ook of nets believed that
the resurrection was a fact, they do not doubt. They do question
the truth of the tradition of the Virgin Birth and the bodily resur-
rection. At present, evidence is contradictory and inconclusive. One
may believe what seems most probable, but should leave the door open
to admit new evidence as it is discovered. To the specific stories
that have grown up around these great miracles, the historical scholar
21. Matt. 1:18-25; Luke 1:25-38; 2:1-39
22. Luke 2:1-20;
23. L'att. 2:1-12
24. 28; Mk. 16; Lk. 24: John 20, 31
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applies the same principles he has used with other groups of stories.
As he maintained that the angels that appeared to Abraham are spiritual,
unseen: so he maintains that those that sang at Jesus' "birth were not
actual 3y visible in the sky, and that those that -lary Ilagdalene saw
Surrounded as "both great miracles are "by a group of unauthenti-
cated stories, he claims the right to analyse and evaluate each story in
the light of all he can learn and to reconstruct these miraculous events
as he has reconstructed others.
c. The Problems in Interpreting for Children
As we try to pres3nt this historics,l interpretation to the child,
we see problems too numerous to mention. Here are a few in question
form: What can & child comprehend of birth? of death? of life after
de\th? »fhat theological ideas of salvation is the child able to com-
prehend? Ho./ can the child know Jesus except as a Friend? .rhat can
the term ''Savior" mean to him? Can a child comprehend a spiritual
resurrection? Can. a child comprehend psychic phenomena that would
make Jesus' presence seem objective when He was not there in body *
and yet not make His appearance unreal? Can the child feel assured
of the inherent truth revealed in a story when we, his teachers,
confess doubt about the truth of that story? Can a child suspend
judgment and wait for more evidence? Do the Christmas stories of the
shepherds and the rfise ilen become mere fairy tales to the child?
w"e find these questions group themselves for the most part under
four headings: the problem of birth and death; the problem of the
(TO
theological implications of the resurrection story; the problem of
comprehending -spiritual truths; and the problem of retaining the
"beauty and worth of the Christmas stories when their objective
reality is denied.
1. Explanation of the Virgin Birth
In the presence of birth or death, we adults fe?l we know so
little of the mystery involved, that it seems absurd to ask what a
child knows; but the child also faces these questions and some an-
swer must be given to him. Fortunate is the child who is introduced
to death, gradually, through flowers and pets or even people who are
not too dear to him. After such an introduction, it may have no hor-
ror. 3ut the child who faces death, first, as a family calamity, may
come to feel a very strong terror at the thought of death that will
carry over even when he understands its meaning better.
In either case, we find the usual answer is that the loved one
has gone to be with God ^ or Jesus]. Likewise in regard to birth;
the child is told the baby came from 3od. ffiiat all children do not
have such a simple and wholesome explanation, the teacher must remem-
ber. 3ut a3 long as the child's understanding of birth remains as
simple as this, a Virgin Birth problem does not exist in the child's
mind. To him the birth of Jesus is no more of a miracle than the
birth of any other baby. But as the child grows older and hears
Jesus called the son of Joseph and the Jon of God, we do have a prob-
lem. From the child's point of view, Jet us cannot be the son of
both. Our historical interpretation does not say we must deny the
fatherhood of either Joseph or God. As in the other miracle

stories, a dogmatic answer cannot "be made. »i/hen we try to gi ve the
answer, the historical scholar would make, we find again the problems
we have met in our previous discussion— the failure to understand the
meaning of legends and the inability to grasp abstract concepts
—
plus a further limitation of historical information which makes a
failure to understand the conflict out of which this tradition may
have grown inevitable.
2. • Keeping the teauty of the Jhri3tmas otoriss
2hc stories of the shepherds and the wise men that have grown
up around this Virgin Birth tradition are perhaps the most treasured
in all Christendom, fill the^e stories fail to retain that honored
position in the minds of the next generation, if we teacher our chil-
dren today, as the historical scholar would have us, that these are
"glory 3tories" expressing the admiration men came to have for Jesus,
instead of accounts of actual happenings?
The question comes down to this: If we present the story, at
such time and in such environment that it becomes for the child a
real expression of his adoration for the baby, Jesus, will he love
the story less for knowing that it is not an actual historic event?
Siren the necessary mental images, a child can picture an imaginary
story as readily as a true one; so it would seem that the story
would be as vivid and beautiful to the child if interpreted this way,
as it would "be, if the child were allowed to believe it to be true.
There seems to be a further advantage in that the attention of the
child is diverted from concentration on the otherwise miraculous
t
element to the character* and worth of a man who would occasion such
a story.
3o while this interpretation, if properly presented to children,
seems to "be .vithin their comprehension and have more advantages than
disadvantages, m must face the fact that comparatively few children
will at the present time, receive this introduction to these stories.
..'e are, therefore, likely to he confronted with a serious prohlem
of reinterpretation. If the child once "believes these stories to he
historic, how can we disillusion him without wresting from him the
"beauty of the stories and faith in the religious ideals that have
hitherto "been taught him?
3. Understanding the Heal Nature of Jesus 1 Resurrection
Hhen we turn to the Easter stories, we are dealing with an en-
tirely different type of story. He have already noted the limitations
of the child's knowled;e of psychic phenomena as regards faith healing
.3ut when we cone to the appearances of Jesus after the resurrection,
we have a still greater difficulty of that nature. Must we give up,
and let the child helievo in a "bodily resurrection or none at all?
*e may explain that Jesus is a spirit and came hack to the disciples
as a spirit so that they knew he was ther 5, but could not really see
Him with their physical eyes. But in so doing we have introduced a
ne.v "being and are in danger of losing the real Jesu3 . He do not want
the child to "believe in some ephemeral spirit, hut in Jesus. It is
not an elusive, contentless apparition that we strive to win the child

love and loyalty *°» caa vre expect the child to understand that
it was to offset this very danger that made the writers of the gos-
pels use the language of a physical resurrection.
The alternative explanation, that the appearances were subjuc-
tive, hut so vivid as to appear objective, is no easier for the
child to grasp, rfe have already seen that the child's imagination
can give hira subjective companions that are as vivid for him as his
real friends, hut he never confuses between what is real and what is
imaginary. To suggest this explanation to the child would throw
the subjective experience into the realm of imagination and imply
just this confusion to the child. The psychic phenomena of illusion
is unknown to the child and although it may aid an adult in his think-
ing to consider the vividness of some subjective experience, still
we do not want the child to make the appearances of Jesus analogous
to an illusion in the desert. ,le must not forget that we are dealing
with an immature mind; a mind not yet trained in analogical thinking;
a raind not yet trained to pick out just that aspect of one experience
that is like another when the first experience as a whole is not like
the second one.
It takes clear thinking, keen discrimination, and a definite
conception of spiritual values to steer a straight course through
this mystery and reach a real Jesus, in an incorruptible body, n/here
many adults after conscientious effort fail, can a child succeed?
Can we give a child a true enough conception of a spiritual resurrec-
tion to justify depriving him of a bodily resurrection? If not, at

what age, and how, will we lead him to the higher interpretation?
4. Theological Implications of These Lliracles
In discussing, the difficulties involved in giving the child the
historical interpretation of these miracles, we have omitted all
reference to their function in individual salvation. This omission
was done advisedly, for the historical interpretation is an attempt
to present truth about the Scripture rather than a theological sys-
tem of salvation, founded on the Scriptures. But this limitation
in the field in which the historical interpretation funtfctions, pre-
sents its own difficult/. Traditionally, salvation has "been a very
important concept for Christianity. Cn it, much of the significance
of our faster festivities depend. How will we explain this "faster
message": The purpose of Jesus' death and resurrection? as the
historical interpretation gives us little help on this and similar
question of theology, we can only note the limitation of our method
of interpretation and ask a few questions to show the prohlem that
it leaves for us. tfill the child he the loser if he has no theology
of salvation? If so, can we trust ourselves to choose a theology for
him, consistent with the interpretation of the 3ihle we are giving to
him? Have we a right to indoctrinate him with our theological beliefs?
How would such indoctrination harmonize >vith our attempt to make the
3ible teachings vital experiences to the. child and not verbal expressions
A3 we leave the problems of miracles we see a few facts stand
out as of special significance. To the small child the miracles will
be taken for granted and cause no problem, as he grows older, their

literal acceptance as fact "becomes difficult and often cau3e3 spirit-
ual death. It is therefore incumbent on the teacher of religion to
give, the child, even "before he is himself conscious that there is
a problem, such an interpretation as will save him from an/ serious
crisis caused "by the need of reinterpretation when he is older. This
is a real problem for a grasp of the true interpretation is made
dif ficult, if not impossible, "by .the child's failure to understand
universal laws and the development of legends; to think in terms of
the abstract; and to comprehend spiritual realities.
D. Contradictory and Obscure Passages in the 3ible
No one who has read the Bible carefully has failed to find some
passages that contradict each other, and many whose meaning is ob-
scure. It is to a consideration of these passages we now turn.
1. Biblical Text
As the child reads the story of Paul's conversion and relives
with Paul that thrilling hour, he wants to Irno.v ./hat actually hap-
pened. Yet if he reads the different accounts in the 3oolc of acts,"*"
he cannot be sure of just what happened. These contradictions in
the Bible are more serious to a child who has recently been impressed
with the necessity of truthfulness than to an adult.
Or the child may read Jesus' words, "It is easier for a camel
to go through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to get into
heaven. He sees at once that camels cannot go through the ?ye of a
1. Acts 9:1-9; 22; 6-11; 26:12-20
2. Mfctt. 9:24
c
needle and wonders if Jesus means that a rich man cannot get into
heaven or if this is an example of exaggeration? «fe are not here
concerned with solving the ethical prohlen, but with pointing out
that a reading of the Scriptures many times leaves doubt and uncer-
tainty in the child's mind.
Or we may take another illustration. Suppose the child reads
the statement, "Thus saith the Lord." |fe have*3 earlier in this
paper considered this phrase as it influences a child's conception
of God. Now we would ask how it, when interpreted historically,
influences the child's conception of the Bible. If taken literally,
there is no problem here. But what does the child think if we say
that those words are not really God's, but are man's thought of
what 3od might have said, recorded as if He said them. Have we not
added to the child's distrust of the 3ible? How does the child know
that God would have said them? ./hy does the Bible say God said them
if He didn't?
Between contradictions and statements that cannot be taken liter-
ally to mean what they say, there is muc - ground for a child's con-
temptuous demand for something that he can believe. The day is pass-
ing when we believe that one man c an interpret the Bible as well as
another regardless of training. But if '.re believe that a knowledge
of historical research ir necessary for a true reading of the Scrip-
tures, we must also admit the negative of it, namely that a child,
or adult, without this training cannot truly comprehend the Scriptures.
c
Have we then a right to ask a child to read the Bihle until we have
given him a key to its interpretation and he has "become mature enough
to use this key correctly?
2. Historical Interpretation
To explain such statements and contradictions has "beon one of
the prohlems of the Christian centurie?. All sorts of devices have
be3n used, hut always there has "been the necessity of proving that
there was no mistake in the Bihle. So it is with relief that we turn
to our modern historical interpretation and see a group of men ad-
mitting the errors, openly and frankly: Acts 9:7 contradicts Acts
26:14. If one is true, the other cannot he. And so it goes. Ir-
reverent and sacrilegious as this may seem to hs to the literalists
to acknowledge these errors, to the historical scholar, it seems
the only way of arriving at the real truth.
This change in attitude is due to the different idea of the
origin of the Bihle. If Genesis was miraculously dictated to Hoses,
either Moses or &od were very careless in not making chapters one
and two more consistent. In spite of attempts without number to har-
monize them, they do not harmonize. If, however, we acceot these
chapters, not as a direct message from 5od, hut as the tradition of
two trih©s, united in this crude fashion hy a Hehrew scribe and at-
tributed to Lloses, we find no neod of harmonizing them. Nor do we
need to apologize for their inconsistence with each other.

3. The Problems in Interpreting to the Child
But is the child able tc understand this historical interpretation
of the inconsistencies. <Ve have already seen that the child has not the
"background to understand what a legend really is. The same arguments
./ould apply to "tradition." Until the child has a fairly well organized
historical sense, he can in no way understand the development of a tradi-
tion. The historical interpretation, also, presupposes a wide knowledge
of the 3ible and of recent findings of research -workers. This the child
lacks, but can gradually acquire through the y3ars. In the meantime
That problems present themselves to the child
a. Reeling of Certainty Impossible
him the assurance that he wishes. The child wants a definite answer,
a feeling of certainty that nothing will fully take the place of. Have
you ever been pressed by a child to say "yes" or"no" to a question when
you knew such a dogmatic answer was not entirely true. Over and over
again the child repeats the question until in despair you give a "yes"
or "no" and the child is satisfied. During a recent political campaign
an ^sample of this demand for certainty and def iriiteness came under my
observation. A seven-year old boy asked his mother if one of the can-
didates for an office was a good man. The mother was anxious to be
fair but she consider ^d some of this candidate's attitudes and T5olicie°
to be of decidedly low moral quality.. She answered. "In some ways he
is fine." The question was repeated with e.r.phasis on the "good." She

replied, "He has done many fine things." -Twice more the questioner
persisted and finally with a sigh of impatience, she answered, "Xes,
he is a good man." The hoy was perfectly satisfied. He continued his
dinner Without further words. But his mother was not satisifed. She
had told a half-lie and she was not sure that she was justified in do-
ing so. Human nature demands a feeling of positive assurance.
'That a child desires this attitude is further illustrated by the
conduct that calls forth the rebuke he frequently receives, "What did you
do that for? I just told you not to." His disobedience may have been
deliberate defiance impelled by a strong desire. But frequently a bet-
ter understanding of the child reveals that the child had no thought of
disobeying. He was lost in an experiment. He was not convinced that an
act was dangerous and had to try for himself and see if it were true.
This fact o^ child life *"inds expression in the old sayin~ that no
child believes the stove is hot until he has had one burn.
The child demann 3 the same certainty in his Biblical interpretation,
but in the historical interpretation, there is much that is uncertain,
i^uch research work is left to be done and probably many questions will
never be answered. The historical scholar sees this uncertainty in per-
spective; the child as an arbitrary mystery. The child does not realize
that of all the books in the world, probably none has had greater variety
of interpretation than the 3ible . He doe:: not know that councils have
established creeds which define the principle doctrines which the Bible
teaches but individuals go on interpreting the Bible as they see fit.
The child has been taught one interpretation and does not know the
Bible can be, and is being, interpreted in many ways, so that no one

can "be sure which way is right. ,ihen the Bible ceases to "be an ar-
bitrary authority which he can quote with positive assurance, what
value has it for the child? 'The child, not understanding the nature
and cause of the Biblical ontradictions and, not having a well-thought
out basis for his beliefs, is more confused than the adult.
In the turmoil of the adolescent period, the firm faith established
in childhood has in fact, been the anchor that has kept many soxxls from
geeting hopelessly lost. What will be the effect if in place of this
certainty, we establish an attitude of uncertainty or doubt? rfe may
well hope that a more rational presentation will eliminate some of the
religious crises which are so common today. 3ut unless we can establish
certainty in the lives of our children, have we not substituted in place
of crisis, chaos, in the child's religious experience? tie are certainly
facing a real problem when we try to give the child the truth and nothing
but the truth, and at the same time the certainty that he wants and needs.
b. Supplementing the 3iblical Narrative with Imaginary Details
In the face of all this array of difficulties and problems, the
teacher must adapt his presentation of the Bible material to the under-
standing of the child. This adaptation of the Biblical text often in-
cludes modifying it until it conforms both to his demand for a good
story and to his noblest ideals. These adapted stories give the sot-
ting, describe the places and people, and explain customs in such a
way that children can understand and see what is happening, when, if
the Bible accounts were read to them, the stories would mean nothing.
Undoubtedly this solves many of our problems by giving in each story
the background which, as we have repeatedly shown, the child lacks.
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This revamping of Bi"ble stories can, however, he carried so far
that it hut adds to the confusion in the child 1 s nind by presenting
another story to he harmonized with those in the Bible.
Let us take for an example the story of Slizabeth *fliitehouse in
her hook, "Kingdom Stories for Juniors'1 entitled "How A Bo/ King Tried
to Bi'gnt a Great Wrong." It is a fascinating story, clearly and rever-
ently told. Suppose we read this to a hoy ten or twelve and tell him it is a
Bible story. Then he turns to his Bible to find it, but, behold what
a difference! «rfhere can he find the weeping court, the solemn corona-
tion or the kind, friendly priest of the young king? It all might have
happened, but as a matter of fact, it is not in the Bible. >Vhen we read
the next story to the boy, we can hardly blame him for asking. "Is it
all in the Bible or did you make up part of it?" Or when we read some
of the charming conversation, he may legitimately ask, "Did he really
say that?" In short, we have undermined the boy's confidence in what
we say. If he is interested in the stories just as stories, he probably
will not care much. But if he is, as many boys are, interested in the
religious issue involved, then he ./ants tc know what the Bible ~ays, for
long before he is concerned over these questions, he will have realized
that this Book is considered to have special significance on religious
questions
.
But suppose the boy accepts our ex lanation for filling in details
of the story ? Suppose he agrees that we are justified, in order to in-
crease the clearness, vividness and interest of our story, to use some
imaginary feature, are WO not justifying the boy's use of such imaginary
details when he tells of happenings at school or on the ball field? Surely.

if to make a tale raore interesting or a lesson clearer, we can tamper with
a sacred "book, he can, nay should, use the same method to make any story
he is telling more interesting. In fact this is just what the Oriental
people do when they tell stories and why they use so many direct quota-
tions. ^ we are only adopting their method and carrying it a little further
3ut "before using it too freely and justifying it to the child, we may pause
to ask ourselves if we wish to encourage this kind of story-telling with
our children and if not, what comprise we will make?
c. Interpretation of Old Testament Stories according to the Ideals of the
New Testament.
A second tendency of the times in dealing with these stories of the
Old Testament is to interpret them according to the ideals of 'the New-
Testament. To achieve this purpose two methods are used, each of which
we will discuss.
1. Lei ihe rate Mia telling of the Old Testament Story
Some teachers consciously and purposely omit parts of stories in
order to give the child, "both older and younger, a different moral or
religious ideal than the Siblical e ccount teaches. In other cases the
story is told in such a way that the nohler ideal is left. For example,
the teacher desires Ahraham to he greatly ad-nired. Ho ste in must cloud
his name. So his journey to -Sgypt is omitted or if told at all, his lie
concerning Sarah is softened or entirely changed. There is no question,
hut what the aim here to safeguard the child's moral ileals is altogether
worthy, hut is the method as worthy?
4. "The Syrian Christ" Abraham kitrie iiibbany, p. 185, Houghton ilifflin
2o. , New lork 1916

Assuming for the moment that we are justified in modifying the
Biblical narrative to meet our needs, we are faced with the question:
Have W3 a right to tell the child that our story is the Bible story?
Are we not preparing for a further distrust when he learns how the two
actually differ? .rfhen the child matures and reads his Bible and finds
what ideals are taught there, what is he going to think, first of us?
second, of the Bible? and third, of the religions and the standard of
morality that we have claimed is revealed in the 3ible?
If there is danger of the pupils coming to distrust our stories,
if we fill in details not in the Bible, how much greater is the danger,
if we alter the facts or deliberately misinterpret the Biblical narra-
tive. If part of what we say is proved wrong, the rest will be ques-
tioned until proved by some other authority, a book may be nine-tenths
ture, but that helps us little if we do not know which tenth is false.
The confidence of some children in adults may be so easily lost that
many teachers dare not admit they are ignorant of any question pertinent
to their class discussion. They will "guess" at the answer, trusting
the pupil never attempt to verify it, rather than admit their ignorance.
Today the better teachers freely admit that they do not know, but they
would hardly hazard direct mi sinformation, assuming they could justify
doing so from a moral standpoint. Hq child likes to be deceived. Aside
from the moral question of our right to call our stories the Bible
stories, can /e afford to risk losing the child's confidence?
tie may ask also what effect this method of story telling will have
on the child's attitude toward the Bible? *'ill it not produce contempt
for the 3ible, at least for the Old Testament, when he discovers the
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the truth? *e have given him, we hope, ideals of a high character.
He reads the Old Testament and discovers they portray those of a lower
character. If left to r jad unguided, he can hardly jet inspiration here
to anything higher than pride in his own "nohle ideals." If we have
failed to give him those high ideals, we sought to impart, he will doubt-
less find justification for many of his low ones, such as revenge.
It may seem at first thought that we can explain the purpose of
the Old Testament narrative so as to avoid this confusion to the child;
hut even if it were possible to so present the underlying theme of the
Old Testament to the older child, so that he could see the whole in its
historical perspective and was gracious enough to forgive us our de-
ception made in his own interest, there are practical difficulties in
the way
.
jfirst, at just what age are we to make this explanation and apology?
Second, how are we to prevent the child from discovering our deception
before he is mature enough to understand our explanation?
If we, thro\*gh our attitude and general references to the Bible,
sh07/ the Bible to be the source of our religious and moral concepts,
will not these concepts share the stigma \«hich the Bible has acquired?
There is more than the law of association at worlc here. There is also a com-
mon fact basis. Reverence for the Bible, as such, and for the ideals in
it, will stand or fall together.
Now let us suppose that in place of this deliberate mistelling of
the Bible stories, until the child has developed an historical sense, we
gradually, as the child matures enough to understand the incident in-
volved, introduce the stories showing the less desirable traits in our
heroes. The criterion with which we decide what stories we are to tell

children is now changed from the moral ideals^ of the story to the
ability of the child to comprehend the story? ./hat -/ill he the moral
result?
we see, at once, that negative teaching v/ill he needed as we intro-
duce stories of low inoral ideals. let there are many who "believe that
no negative teaching is desirable . The emphasis on positive teachings
in recent years has led many to believe this statement to be true. But
a little reflection reveals its inherent unsoundness. As long as a child
has the capacity and inclination to do wrong, he must be taught net to
do that wrong act. Suppose a small child sees a book on the table and
picks it up. Mother says, "Oh, see dolly ? s hat. Can you put the hat
on dolly?" The child 1 s interest is cax^ht and immediately he drops
the book and plays with the doll. He doe? not know that it is wrong
for him to touch that book. He will never learn that it is wrong for
him to touch that book until his mother says: "No, no." we may teach
a boy ten thousand acts that are right, but we have not safeguarded
the boy against certain wrong acts he is likely to do, until we have
added specific negative instructioi as to those acts. Is there any
reason why we should not use the 3ible stories for this negative as well
as for positive inst reaction? Can stories that apparently uphold the
lower ideals be so used?
tfe are also faced with the question: "will a child cease to respect
a man who i3 -not faultless? The child reasons: Abraham is a good man.
He told a lie. Therefore good men tell lies. So when you reprove him
for lying, he retort3, "Abraham did." True as this is, the fact also

people, "but no perfect ones. He must distinguish between the good and
had qualities in his playmates now, and business associates later. If
we deliberately purge from our Bible heroes all faults, are we helping
our children to adjust themselves in a wholesome manner to their neighbor
or are we letting a golden opportunity to teach discrimination and for-
bearance pass unused? At what age can we safely tell stories portraying
lo.v ideals without making the chili feel that he, too, can adopt these
ideals ?
Instead of, a^ a child, building up a picture of a perfect man to be
rudely shattered later, how can we gradually build up a true picture
—
one which shows the good and the bad qualities of our hero, seen in the
right relationship to each other and to the New Testament ideals?
2. Contrasting Low Ideals with High Ideals
Some t3achers believe that the Old Testament as well as the New Test
ment should be told true to Biblical facts, and then the moral idealism
of the child safeguarded by contrasting the lower ideals of the Old Testa
ment with the higher ones in the New Testament.
Let us first ask what mental abilities this presupposes on the part
of the child? First he must understand the ideals of Jesus.
Jecond, he must understand the .oral teaching of the story just
presented. Then he is r2ady to make the contrast. Several problems
suggest themselves at once. In the first place, can we assume the
child kno.vs the ideals of Jesus. Many people believe that all children's
misbehavior is consciously in defiance of what they know to be right.
He has been told -what is right, and therefore they assume that he knows
.
Mary times they are muoh mistaken. All too often unjustly mothers say,
to their chil Iren, "Now you know better than that, when as a matter

of fact, the child did not know better. In spite of definite instruc-
tion, the child "becomes confused as to what is right. Take the follow-
ing illustration for an example.
Johnny pulls all the blankets off the "bed and puts them over the
chairs to make wigwams* Mothers comes and see him having a happy time
playing Indians. She smiles indulgently and when he finishes playing,
remakes the "bed, consciously priding herself on "letting her "boy have
a good time." The next day, Johnny plays Indian again. .Mother does
not see him playing, hut comes home from club tired and finds the
room in a mess. Johnny is scolded and perhaps punished. "lou let me
yesterday," he will think and say if he dares. This retort may sound
impudent to mother, hut Johnny has no thought of "being rude. He is
seeking information. Jhy was it right' one day and wrong the next?
As 3uch incidents happen over and over Johnny learns that what makes
mamma cross is wrong. But as the same thing makes her cross one day
and does not the next, he still has no way of knowing- what i? right
from .vhat is wrong; he does not "know "better than that."
His confusion as to ./hat is right and what is wrong may he added
to he a contradiction between the teaching of school and home. His
teacher says that he must tell the truth always under all ci rcumstances
.
His mother sav s to tell baby her medicine tastes "good" when Johnny
knows it does not taste good. Is teacher or mother "right"? Is it any
wonder that the child despairs and becomes an importunist at an early
age? 3ut fortunately, while adapting his conduct for the time being to
the demand of whatever parent or teacher he happens to be with, they
continue, at least for a time, a search for the real standard. Through

impatient retorts, such us "£ou let me /esterda/" he shows , tn those
who have hearts to -understand, hi 3 confusion as to what the real stan-
dard, to which he should conform, is.
If then he comes to us with no standard of right, "but an earnest
desire to discover .hat this standard is, does this method of presenting
the Old Testament story and then contrasting it with the New Testament
ideals help him? In place of presenting him with one standard and say-
ing ''This is right; do thus and so," we present t./o standards, a good
one and a had one. Instead of answering his problem, we are assuring
him that even in the Bible there is a contradiction of standards. Ob-
viously the child must decide for himself which standard he will choose
for nis moral guidance. This being the case, can we hold the child re-
sponsible for failing to live up to our ideals? If he fails to choose
the higher ideals; and hence those more difficult to attain, is the
fault his or ours, his teachers? Can we be sure, when contrasting the
ileal 3 of the Old Testament with those of the New Testament, that we
will succeed in making" the Ne.tr Testament ideals the more appealing?
Suppose that, instead of presenting two sets of ideals for the
child to choose between, we tell the story frankly, as the historical
interpretation reveals it, and then definitely teach that the ideals
presented in the story are not acceptable today, and then give hi.n
the ideal he is to live by. Is our problem solved?
The answer depends on whether the child will believe that only
this one set of ideals is "acceptable" today, fithin a few hours he
is likely to hear swearing and lying; to see cheating and selfishness

V people of good social standing in the community. Apparently it is
"acceptable," it is "done" V "ladies and gentlemen'' in spite of all
parents and teachers tell him. The child is forced hack to his old
problem of choosing between standards. Somehow our ideals must be
made the more attractive. How to make them so is the problem.
If the historical interpretation is to mean so much uncertainty
for children both in their religious faith and their moral standards,
are we justified in using it with them? let if this interpretation is
the most valid and inspiring for the adults are we not under moral
obligation to give it to him when he becomes an adult? Is it possi-
ble to present one interpretation to the child and another to him
when he is older, without involving hirn in a serious emotional
crisis as he changes his interpretation from one to the other? Jould
we in some ./ay so prepare the child, ,/ithout his being conscious that
we are doing so, that the change could be made gradually and without
difficulty as the child slowly matures?

III. Findings
As we look "back over this di sous si on, we see that the difficul-
ties are caused "both by the nature of the content of the Bibls and
the limitations of the child.
A. The Causes of the Problem
1. The Nature of the Content of the 3ible
The Bible is not so simple as it is often claimed to be. when
viewed not as a "re violation" for all time, but as a history of the
inner life and religion of a people groping for a true conception of
God and His will, it immediately takes on many complexities. Sach
period presupposes different customs and modes of life that must be
read in "between the lines of the "brief Bihlical narratives. Bach pe-
riod has its own conception of Cod and the moral code which must he
seen in relation to the ideals of the period before and the period
after, and evaluated by the standards of today. The entire history
was recorded at a time when natural law was unknown and so unusual
occurrences were attributed to a direct interference in the order of
things hy God whether the unusual event was good or bad. Thinking was
illogical and molded by superstituions ; so tales of angels, devils, and
the performance of miraculous feats were easily given credence. Llost
of the events .vere not recorded for years after they took place, which
adds to their unr el iability, as is shown in the discrepencies between
different accounts of the same event. To all these considerations of
the original stories, the editor, or later scribes, have increased
our prohlem of interpretation by adding sections here, combining
others there, and interpreting all according to the rurpose they had
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in revising the earlier documents
.
2. The Limitations of the Jhild
As we try to present these Bible stories to the child, we find his
mental outlook is not broad enough to interpret them according to the
historical interpretation. He lacks a knowledge of the customs of the
people so that he is not able to supply the background for the stories.
He knows nothing of the religious conceptions of primitive people-
to aid him in his interpretations. He does not sense the meaning of
time and sequence. His thinking is in the concrete rather than the
abstract. As a result, general principles underlying specific acts
ar ) hard to comprehend, symbolic phraseology has no meaning and objec-
tive terminology used in describing subjective experiences is mis-
understood. His standards of right and wrong, his conception of
Sod and Sod's will are all unformed; so they cannot be used for
comparative purposes.
3. The Problem of Interpretation
As the teacher attempts to present the historical interpretation
to a child, so limited in experience, he faces serious problems. The
essential difficulty may be stated thus: The child must have some
interpretation of the Bible in order to understand it. The historical
interpretation which we wish the child to possess, as an adult, is too
difficult for him to understand fully while he is yet a child. To
give him another interpretation, while he is a chil^, and expect him
to lay this aside and learn the historical interpretation when he be-
comes older, is not ethical for the teacher, nor wise for the child.
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To give him the historical interpretation when he can only half under-
stand it, leaves him in uncertainty as to religious and moral ideals.
C. Four specific Problems Needing Study
From a consideration of this conflict, we find at least four
definite prohlerns to which a teacher of the 3ible needs to give serious
study
.
First, at what a ;e can a child grasp each of the concepts neces-
sary for an understanding of the historical interpretation; such as,
evolution, spiritual realities and universal laws? A little child's
thinking is in the concrete. His God is an anthorpomorphism of his
early father or perhaps mother. His instruction must he in terms
of specific acts not general principles. As he matures, his store
of facts and ideas become la ger and he learns to think in terms
of general ideas and abstract concepts. "Dog" may mean now, a class
of animals as well as one individual animal* If we knew the exact
age at which a particular child will grasp the meaning of "dog," as a
concept, as distinguished from its meaning as his pet dog, we would
know the exact time that we could use this concept as a teaching
tool with that particular child. Usually important for educational
prupose3 is the need of knowing a technique by which specific ideas
may be changed to general concepts as the need arises. That some of
these concepts can be understood at an earlier age than others is ob-
vious. But who :nows which concepts really are grasped most easily or
how to tell if the child really understands them? Here is a vital
problem if we are to use in our instruction words meaningful to the
child.

Second, how can the work of the earlier years prepare the ,vay for
the presentation of these concepts when the child is nature enough to
grasp them? Suppose that the child gains a realization of the meaning
of time and sequence in his eleventh year and therefore a definite study
of the development of our present "beliefs of the "best .vay to serve God
is to he attempted during that year. We will use, in presenting this
new truth, many of the Bible stories previously learned hy the child.
The difficulty with which the child will grasp the evolutionary develop-
ment of our "belief will he increased or diminished hy the interpreta-
tion of these stories previously given to the child. If this earlier
interpretation is antagonistic to the present one, it will he difficult
to root its suhtle influence out of the thought of the child in spite
of careful efforts at reinteroretation. Yet we admit that a true ap-
preciation of this interpretation is impossihle at an earlier age. So
we certainly need to find out the "best way of presenting ana" interpret-
in™ the stories, to even our smallest children? so the maturer concepts o
older years -.Till he accepted as natural, unifying principles, that will
give added' meaning and significance to the earlier interpretations.
Third, what Biblical material can he safely presented to the child
"before a full ^understanding of each concept is secured? wrhen w§ have
solved the question of how wisely to present and interpret o^r stories
to the younger children, we must use equal care in choosing what sto-
ries shall he told. This is important even more from a moral and
religious standpoint than from an intellectual one. The carry over of
early impressions into adult life is no where "better illustrated than

in moral and religious thought. As adults we may knew "tod is a Spirit,
out v/e still think of Him as a Superman, rife may know there is no in-
nate virtue in the act of goring to Church, hut we 3till feel we have
"done our duty" if we go, regardless of hcV insincere our participation
in t Yi** sq rv i. q ^i&s "b^ ©xi« Ix* tlr s i. rr, T3 r*sssio^'i :^ x^coxv^cl in cli i XcLl*xo o cl
have a life-long influence on the individual's thinking and conduct,
we must be exceedingly careful to present to the child only those sto-
ries that will convey to him with his limited nowers of interpretation
true .ioral and religious ideals. This need of careful' choice of the
3iblical material presented to children seems so obvious, that all dis-
cussion of it here would be omitted if it were not for the fact, that,
in actual practice, so much unsuitable material is presented to chil-
dren, that one cannot believe that the importance of making wise selec-
tions of materials is realised by many teachers.
.Fourth, how can the necessary background material be taught with-
out consuming too much time or shifting the emphasis from the compre-
hension of moral truth to .memorization of facts? The stress, the his-
torical interpretation puts on the needs of an adequate background,
must not cause memorisation of facts -to supplant the teaching of re-
ligious truths. Because a knowledge of facts can ~?e easily tested
and demonstrated as a measure of one's efficiency as a teacher, there
is a real danger here. Time must not be taken for mere learning of
background material that will minimize to the child the importance of
the underlying truth. If one drills on the facts so that they are well
learned, the facts are apt to be of major importance to the child. If
one drills on the religious truths, they are apt to lose their beauty
and appeal to the child.
m
The problem is furth complicated by a lack of time for the teach-
ing task. The average teacher has hut thirty minutes a week in which
to give the child his religious education. If he is to interpret the
Bible in a way that demands the securing of a "broad "background of
information and the comprehending of difficult concepts, he must have
more than thirty minutes a week in which to do it. The practical dif-
ficulty of securing more time makes effective ways of teaching ab-
solutely essential. The life of our children is becoming more and
mere rushed. Parents $re already complaining, and rightly, of the drain
on the child's strength due to the various activities of school, Shurch,
and home, each activity, in itself, desirable. Ifow then is the religiou
educator to give the necessary instruction in the limited time at her
disposal? There is an imperative need for the teacher of religion to
discover the most effective ;:ay in which to use the little time al-
lotted to her work.
These are perplexing, but vital problems and it is hoped, when
once they are fully recognized that the teachers of religion will de-
vote more time to a careful study of ways and means of solving them.
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